Creating your own sacred space lets you express your very human need for ongoing spiritual nourishment. Whether it's at home, at work or in some "third space" such as a hotel room when traveling, everyone can benefit from creating places where they intentionally choose what surrounds them. Your sacred space might contain a single object such as a statue, sculpture or private altar you deliberately place in a special location, or it may be an entire room or garden or even your entire home arranged with furnishings, objects, and décor that have special meaning for you. "It's ap...À Use your power of intuition. Religious space is powerful space. Within it the awesome power of the divine is often understood to dwell.À Using the instructions for building a temple that appear in the book of Ezekiel as his example, Smith shows that the spaces of the temple were organized hierarchically along the longitudinal axis that ran from the exterior spaces of the building through the interior rooms to the holy of holies, the place where the godhead was believed may dwell.À Locating the creation of sacred space within the realm of human activity helps us focus on those behaviors that sacralize certain places.